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FIRM MIGRATION

T he p aper presents the process o f enterprise migrations, which exert a significant impact on
national, regional and local developm ent. T he topic of migrations also inform s debates on the
functioning o f the European Union. T his paper touches on the problem s o f measuring enterprise
m igrations; cost and other factors associated with migrations, links betw een migrations and the
size and age o f enterprises; the im portance o f employees’ qualifications; the impact o f public
authorities on enterprise migrations; and relocation resulting from “e th ical” and fiscal dumping.
M oreover, the article presents other aspects o f this process discussed in the related foreign
literature, such as the interdependence betw een the value o f a firm and information on an
enterprise's m igration, or decision-m aking processes concerning a firm ’s relocation.
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changes in en terp rises’ location in the E U , impact o f public authorities on firm s’ relocation,
costs o f relocation.

IN T R O D U C T IO N
The spatial systems of every scale created by places of certain characteristics
and flows between those places are never of a static nature. Three types of factors
(Fischer et al. 1987) influence changes occurring continuously in these systems:
• external factors on a large, even global scale, such as defined legal
regulations within the framework of international econom ic associations,
growth in oil prices in the world market, or decline in international trade
turnover resulting from a slump in the economies o f those countries which
generate this turnover;
• internal factors which result from changes in attitudes and behaviours of
people, enterprises, institutions and households in response to external factors;
• instrum ents of national, regional and local authorities policy applied in
order to achieve their specific objectives.
There is a feedback between the new (changed) states o f a system and the
factors causing those changes: impact of factors leads to response to factors
creating a new state of the system , which leads to new im pact of factors in
the changed system. This is m ost visible as regards the impact of internal
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factors where the response is most frequently im mediate and direct.
O bservation of these processes in order to becom e familiar with their
m echanism s is of vital im portance for territorial authorities of each level.
O ne type of behaviour exerting a very strong influence on changes in
spatial socio-economic system s is the location behaviour of enterprises.
Apart from the location of new enterprises, the process of their migration
becom es more and more significant for at least two reasons. Firstly, both the
inflow and outflow of enterprises from a given territory can have an essential
im pact on economic and social changes. Secondly, the intensity of this
phenom enon is increasing both on a regional and also on global scale.
T herefore, the observation and analysis of the process o f firm migrations are
an im portant part of studies o f the location behaviour o f enterprises. Another
choice of the place for a firm ’s operation is in a sense a more “aw are”
choice, one based on previous experience and taking into account the new
conditions that influenced the change of location.
T he term “migration” is frequently replaced by such expressions as:
m oving, change of location, delocation or relocation o f enterprises. While the
first two terms (moving and change of location) have the same meaning as
migration and raise no doubts, the other two have a slightly different meaning,
depending on the context. If according to word formation principles, the prefix
“de” means reduction, deprivation of something or separation, and the prefix
“re” means repetition or recurrence, then delocation means the process of
em igration of enterprises from a given place, and relocation, on the other hand,
m eans return, coming back to a given place (D ictionary.... 1996). Therefore
w hile analyzing changes which take place in a region, one can distinguish
between these two notions when conducting detailed studies. In this article,
however, as in most other articles, all the above-mentioned terms are
considered to be unambiguous and therefore, used interchangeably.
A part from the concept o f migration (moving, delocation, relocation)
there also exist such concepts as offshoring and outsourcing. In my opinion,
these terms are broader than migration. Migration o f an enterprise m eans
explicitly a transfer of the existing operations to another place (either within
the country or abroad). Therefore, it involves liquidation of the existing jobs
- at the time of writing, a politically sensitive and much-discussed issue.
O ffshoring and outsourcing do not indicate explicitly (although the term
“transfer of activity” is used interchangeably here) whether the already
existing operations are transferred; or whether new workplaces are created;
or w hether the production of new or additional goods and services is
com m issioned in a country/region other than that o f the mother company. In

the latter case, potential workplaces are lost. Different approaches to the
meaning o f the quoted terms may influence the results o f studies as well as
evaluation o f the extent and significance of the analyzed processes.
The aim o f the article is to present the research trends concerning firm
relocation which most frequently appear in the related literature. The author
takes into account changes in location crossing the borders of territorial
units, i.e. regions, countries and the European Union. No account was taken
of relocations taking place within the borders o f cities and urban
agglom erations; this is due to their specific nature.
Theoretical grounds for the processes of relocation, as well as for the location
of enterprises are provided by three main theories: the neoclassical theory of
location, behavioural theory and institutional theory (Brouver 2004, p. 338). The
main factors which explain spatial behaviours of enterprises are respectively:
market and location conditions o f a country/region; accessibility of information
and the firm ’s capability to relocate, connected with age, size and organizational
structure - the so-called internal factors and networks o f links, takeovers,
mergers, etc. - external factors. Observations of decisions concerning location
and relocation show that in both cases the factors of location attractiveness are
more or less the same; however, they may differ in their relative significance.

1. MOBILITY OF ENTERPRISES
C ontem porary enterprises are more mobile than they used to be, which
comes as a consequence of changes occurring both-w ithin the enterprises
them selves and in their environm ent. This concerns both already existing
and potential firms, i.e. those looking for location. Setting-up a new plant for
the first tim e as an expression o f enterprise mobility is assumed here in the
context o f increased location freedom. To adjust to changed external and
internal conditions, including the policy of public authorities, an entrepreneur
can choose from several strategies. These may include (New location... 1993
Van Dijk et al. 2000; Pen et al. 1999; Mariotti 2005):
• setting-up a new plant;
• expansion of the existing enterprise by increasing the range of its impact;
• establishm ent of branch plant, merger or acquisition of another
enterprise or its part;
• shrinking an enterprise’s activities;
• m igration/relocation, including:

- integral migrations (entire enterprise moves to another place) or partial
m igrations (part of activities is moved to another place) (Brouver et al. 2004,
p.336; Mariotti 2005),
- permanent or tem porary migrations (an enterprise or its part is
transferred to a different location for the period of restructuring),
- vertical relocation (an enterprise moves from a large city to the
surrounding area or to a sm aller town) or horizontal relocation (a firm moves
to another city or area of the sam e rank);
- intraregional, interregional or international m igrations;
- plant liquidation.
All these behaviours may constitute a life cycle o f an enterprise during
which a company’s location needs and requirements undergo changes. The
stage o f migration may appear at any point between the setting up and the
closing down of a firm.
Relocation, however, does not always appear in the life cycle of an
enterprise. One of the reasons is that the costs associated with a possible
change of location are perceived as too high; another reason may be small
changes in the business environm ent, allowing a com pany to adjust to the
new situation at its primary location. The third reason may be simple inertia,
most frequently observed in industry (Todd 1983). Inertia may result from
the balance of positive and negative sides of relocation or from conservative
behavioural traits of decision makers - no initiative, avoidance of risk, lack
of knowledge about alternative locations or reluctance to break off longlasting business, social, cultural or personal ties. T he negative effects of
inertia can be reduced or even eliminated in three ways:
• through specialization of enterprises which remain in the former
locations and thus adjust to the changing environment; each site is assigned a
particular product line to realize economies of scale unattainable with m ulti
product output from each site;
• through concentration o f activities in one or several “old” locations,
once again taking advantage o f economies of scale;
• through the application of innovative solutions to technological
processes and company organization.
Nevertheless, as has already been mentioned, contem porary enterprises
reveal a high degree of m obility. Mobility, understood both as the location of
a new plant or its subsidiary, and as migration o f the already existing
enterprise, can be considered in the following aspects:

1. Actual relocations - i.e. the total observed relocations and new locations. These
relocations may be described using the coefficient of real relocations, which is the
relation between the number of observed changes to the number of enterprises in
the region out of which, in which or to which relocation takes place;
2. Potential relocations, also known as propensity to m ove or proneness to
relocate. In this case, the question is whether the features of a typical
enterprise o f a certain sector make it relatively easy to m ove in the short or
medium term . Attention is paid, inter alia, to a given enterprise’s access to
natural resources, its capital outlays, its ties to suppliers, the market
conditions under which it operates, etc.
It is very difficult to measure actual relocations due to problems related to
direct observation of the phenomenon, particularly in large areas with a
considerable number of enterprises. Therefore, substitute measures of relocations
between regions are suggested (New location... 1993 Van Dijk et al. 2000):
• change in the volume of capital in a region - it is assumed that the
location o f a new enterprise or relocation of an already existing one is
usually accom panied by substantial capital expenditures;
• change in the level of em ploym ent within a region.
Such an approach, however, is an oversimplification. None of the suggested
indicators makes it possible to distinguish between mobile and non-mobile
activities. As is the case with changes in the volume of capital, significant
growth or decline in unemployment may reflect processes unrelated to the
change o f location, i.e. not resulting in changes of the spatial systems. Moreover,
slight changes in employment may be a (net) effect of significant relocations, i.e.
inflow and outflow of enterprises from a certain region, so they can be of key
importance for the economy of a given area (Neumark et al. 2005). They will
cause strong effects on the local scale. On the other hand, relocations within a
region, significant for a given place but not exerting any influence on the size of
employment in the region as a whole, will not be registered.

2. REASONS FOR RELOCATION OF ENTERPRISES: FACTORS
INVOLVED IN SELECTING A NEW LOCATION
D ecisions as regards enterprises’ relocation and location of new firms
stem from various decision-making processes related to the life cycle of an
enterprise. O ver the course of tim e, conditions which influenced decisions
about the prim ary location o f a given enterprise change, as do firms’

concerning requirements their development. In such a situation alternative
locations are quite frequently more attractive than existing ones.
In general terms, it is possible to say that the main reason enterprises
change their location is their desire to increase revenues or decrease costs.
A nsw ering the question of what conditions make it impossible for them to
achieve this at a present location, at the same tim e we examine various
factors involved in selecting a new location. Most frequently it is assumed a
priori that these factors clearly reflect the m otives which influenced a
decision to relocate an enterprise. wSo, it is difficult to point out factors which
alw ays act only as the factors pushing a firm out o f a given place - motives
for relocation, pull factors only - factors of selecting a new location or
factors which keep the enterprise in place. These factors frequently perform
these functions simultaneously; or their tasks differ, depending on the type
of a firm.
For a long time the main motive for enterprise m igration was a desire to
expand and not, which frequently happened before, only a willingness to
reduce costs, or a general, imprecisely defined lack o f satisfaction with the
perform ance in the current location (Van de V liet 1997; McMorrow 1999;
C ohn 2000; Park 2000; Van Dijk et al. 2000; B rouver et al. 2004, p. 336;
Hoi I 2004). The factor of expansion - understood as the growth of scale or
the range of enterprise’s activities - is exemplified, first of all, by small
firm s in the early phase of growth. These firms are .not “stuck” in a given
place by costly investments and well-established networks of relationships.
A part from the willingness to expand, the m ost significant factors of
enterprises’ relocation are:
1. Insufficiently large space at the current location (Engle 2005; Hutchinson
et al. 2005; Schaidle 2000; Brouw er et al. 2004, p. 336). The lack of space
may be absolute, when actually there is no free space for new activities, or
relative, when there is no space of certain type, e.g. space with technical
infrastructure (sewers, gas pipes etc.);
2. Insufficient spatial accessibility of the current location due to poor
developm ent of transport infrastructure which does not satisfy the
enterprise’s growing needs and results in high spatial congestion (J. Park
2000; Rechtin 2005; Van Dijk 2000; Holl 2004). Firm s are looking for sites
w here they can travel easily in all directions, avoiding the traffic. The need
for increased spatial accessibility of the market and supplies and reduction of
transportation costs may cause a concentration o f enterprises, resulting in
econom ies of scale and agglomeration. Further reduction of transportation

costs and increase in spatial accessibility may once again result in a
dispersion o f economic activities;
3. A ccessibility of market - a factor influencing above all the relocation of
enterprises operating in com petitive conditions (the firm s which remain in
protected m arkets are significantly less mobile). C apital intensive firms,
those rendering high quality services, and those for which supplies at a given
time are essential or for which shortened delivery time is crucial (Manning et
al. 1999), move towards the m arkets. Market-oriented enterprises are also
those for which labour costs are less important due to advanced technologies
or outsourcing. More important, on the other hand, is the possibility of direct
recognition and current observation o f the market, facilitating rapid changes
of production and adjustment to changing demand (R uffine 2005). An
advantage o f a firm’s location in the market it is operating in is the fact that
it is perceived as a local firm, w hich frequently provides access to market
instrum ents “reserved” for its “ ow n” enterprises. Local firm s are also often
perceived by the customers in a different way (M anning et al. 1999);
4. C hanges in legal, financial and organizational conditions, e.g. changes in
requirem ents of environmental protection standards w hich apart from their
econom ic and environmental dim ension, may also be considered from the
viewpoint o f ethics. High ethical standards on the one hand and the so-called
“ethical dum ping” of the developing countries on the other hand may be the
reason for delocation of enterprises (Grolleau et al: 2004). In connection
with this factor, three generations of location changes are mentioned. The
first generation manifested itself in the pressure exerted on the governments
of countries or regions in order to raise the ethical standards of firms’
activities. This resulted in m igration to places w here environmental
requirem ents were lower. The second generation was directly oriented
against firm s, resulting in their relocation. Most often they returned to their
home country where they implemented adequate instruments of
environm ental protection. The third and latest approach is cooperation with
firms. T he effects of these activities as regards changes in enterprise
location, however, are still unclear;
5. Stability and certainty of operations. When considering the risk of
relocation, entrepreneurs take into account these two specific factors, which
are under the influence of not only political decision-m akers but also of
social partners (Opinia... 2005);
6 . Business environment - a factor which is important and at the same time
difficult both to interpret and to take into account in a decision-making
process. B usiness institutions most frequently include: financial institutions;

adm inistrative authorities at various levels; organizations for regional and
local development; centres o f innovation and entrepreneurship; consulting,
m arketing, insurance, scientific and R&D institutions (Slodowa-Helpa 1998).
However, an understanding of this notion by enterprise relocation decision
makers can include still more definitions. Business environment is also
understood as a “general climate for business, attractiveness of an area to
employees who are relocated along with an enteiprise, a possibility to establish
cooperation by an enterprise, presence of suppliers” (Van de Vliet 1997);
7. “Desire to exchange environment for a more friendly one (...) facilitating and
making one’s stay in a given area more attractive also outside work”
(Globalization... 2003). This factor, also defined as quality (conditions,
frameworks) of life has become much more visible in recent years. This is caused
by the increasing income of the population, expanded leisure time and better
education of employees, which changes opinions and values regarded as crucial;
8 . L abour market - one o f its elements, becoming m ore and more important
in the process of enterprise migration, is access to skilled labour force
(G lobalization... 2003; Van de Vliet 1997; New locatio n ... 1993; Van Dijk
et al. 2000; Karakaya 1998). T he concept of quality - skills of workforce is one that consists of many elem ents. The different weights ascribed to
them m ay be a significant guideline for both the labour market and
educational policy. A ccording to studies conducted in Great Britain, the
ability to work in a team was the most important skill for entrepreneurs
(Table 1).
Table 1
Relative significance of workforce skills
Skills determ in in g
quality/qualifications
of w orkforce

% of responses recognizing
a given skill
as m ost im p o rta n t1"

1. teamwork
2. literacy and numeracy
3. job-specific skills
4. basic, non-specific skills
5. ability to work well with others
6. communication skills
7. customcr-care skills
8. computer literacy/IT ability
9. management skills
10. foreign-language skills

47
41
37
36
36
31
28
22
17
2

* R espondents pointed out three elem ents considered as m ost im portant
Source: A. Eliot, London calling, “ M anagem ent Today”, L o ndon, Oct. 1996

The above-presented evaluation, considered in the light o f the process of
enterprise relocation, may indicate a change in tendency observed recently in
the labour market where creation o f new jobs was connected mainly with a
demand for workers with low or very high vocational qualifications. At
present, three skills - team work, interpersonal skills and ability to
com m unicate with customers - are becoming more and more significant as
the factors indispensable for the proper and effective functioning of an
enterprise;
9. M odern technologies which allow an enterprise to becom e independent of
a large labour market, raw m aterials supply or costly investm ents with a long
period o f amortization.
The other factors which influence enterprise relocation are as follows
(Van Dijk et al. 2000):
• Organizational structure (relocation of activities betw een plants of one
company, spatial concentration or dispersion of a firm ’s activity) (Manning
et al. 1999). Corporations with a vertical, global structure of production,
making full use of their production capacities and “just-in-tim e” deliveries
(Edwards 2003, p. 28) are less relocation-prone.
• C hange of ownership. Very frequently mergers and acquisitions are
accom panied by relocation (B rouw er et al. 2004, p.339; H oulder 2005).
• M anagem ent (knowledge about new location sites and perception of
alternative locations).
• Financial reserves (access to funds in order to cover enterprise
relocation costs).
• Size and structure of firm s’ investments.

3. INFLUENCE OF PUBLIC AUTHORITIES ON RELOCATION OF
ENTERPRISES
Specific factors causing enterprise migrations, classified as external
factors, include the activities o f national, regional and local authorities.
The realization of economic and spatial policy objectives carried out by
central authorities and those of low er levels depend, am ong other factors,
on certain locations which enterprises are either forced to choose or are
encouraged to relocate to. In the 1970s, the aim o f public authority
activities and the subject o f scientific research was the relocation of
enterprises from the centre o f the country to peripheral areas (Mariotti
2005). At present, the aims w hose accomplishment is m ost clearly linked

with m igrations of enterprises include (Pen et al. 1999): 1. the revival of
cities, including city centres, 2. the restructuring o f old industrial regions,
3. the activation of less developed regions, e.g. peripheral ones threatened
with particularly high unem ploym ent or depopulation, 4. environmental
protection.
Instrum ents influencing the location changes o f enterprises, being the
tools o f spatial policy, can be divided into “push” and “pull” instruments.
A lthough by definition these instruments seem contradictory they
frequently appear at the same tim e because of the diverse character of the
objectives carried out by public authorities at different levels. These
objectives belong to a superior objective, i.e. creation of inhabitants’
w elfare and satisfaction of their needs. For exam ple, relocation of a firm
may be a prerequisite for the desirable restructuring o f a given area, for
avoiding spatial congestion, etc. (Van Dijk et al. 2000). On the other hand,
m igration of an enterprise, particularly of a large enterprise, may lead to a
considerable loss of jobs, severance of cooperation links and, when
adm inistrative borders are crossed, to a decrease in budget revenues for a
country, region, city or local community. Tem porary difficulties, lasting
frequently for a long time, can cause unfavourable econom ic and social
repercussions. Therefore, sim ultaneous activities are conducted in order to
attract new firms of a different profile, size, external and internal links to
com pensate for the losses resulting from the relocation of the original
enterprises.
Studies on the link betw een enterprise m igration and activities of
authorities of different levels distinguish seven fields of such activities
which may have the strongest impact on the size and directions of firm
relocation. They are: physical planning; environm ental management;
housing policy; spatial structure of the econom y; transport and
infrastructure; and other activities resulting from the specific character of a
large city (Pen et al. 1999). T he analysis of over 500 enterprises which
decided to change their location showed that four fields influenced their
decision most strongly, namely: physical planning; housing policy;
environm ental management; and spatial structure of the economy (Table 2).
M oreover, the results indicate that the impact of factors at local authority
level is much stronger than those at regional or national levels. However, it
should be remembered that local and regional factors reflect to a large extent
national factors.

T ab le 2
Areas and levels o f im pact on enterprise m igrations
A re a of im pact
Physical planning
Environm ental management
Housing policy
Spatial econom ic structure
Transport and infrastructure
Green space and recreation
Large cities and the urban economy
T otal
%

N ational

Level of im pact
Local
Regional

0
0
2
1
3
0
0
6
1

9
14
7
26
2
2
0
60
12

65
74
95
174
18
8
0
434
87

|
Total
A m ount
%
74
88
104
201
23
10
0
500
-

15
18
21
40
4
2
0
100
100

Source: C .-J. Pen, P.H. Pellenbarg, M arch 1999

R elocation of firms as a result o f public authority activities may also be
considered from the viewpoint o f financial regulations - e.g. payments for
firms forced to relocate. Refinancing of relocation costs and setting up a
company in a new location are precisely regulated, e.g. in the United States
by the “U niform Relocation A ssistance and Real Property Acquisition Policy
Act “ at national and state levels (Chappell 2005, N ational... 2002). This act
defines the types and amount of costs to be refinanced as well as the extent
of assistance for the relocated enterprises provided by certain institutions.
This is particularly significant for small firms which would not be able to cope
with relocation without such assistance. Polish legislation regulates this
problem, although to a smaller extent, by the Act on Real Estate (A ct... 2000).
W hen considering public policy as a factor of enterprise mobility, above
all as the factor which attracts firm s looking for a new location, the
following three types are distinguished:
1. Open policy (direct) - conducted by authorities at all levels searching for
possibilities to stimulate the grow th of certain places and areas through
incentives in the form of subsidies, tax reliefs, credit g uarantees...;
2. Hidden policy, exerting indirect impact on spatial behaviours of
enterprises through creating opportunities resulting e.g. from implementation
of national transport, agriculture and customs policies...;
3. D erivative policy - also defined as “ individual” policy o f the regional and
local governm ents, resulting from their own individual approaches to
economic and spatial processes in the region. This policy cannot be
contradictory to the above-mentioned two activities (Pen et al. 1999).

4. RELOCATION VS SIZE AND AGE OF ENTERPRISES
T he stage in a life cycle o f an enterprise, its size and the extent o f its
know ledge about alternative locations all exert a strong influence on the
w eighting of the factors taken into account when a business is considering
relocation (Brouwer et al. 2004, p. 339). During its- growth, an enterprise
tends to obtain more and m ore information about alternative locations. This
can happen through increasingly numerous contacts and a wider range of
activities; alternatively, it can pay others to obtain this information (Holl
2004; Alii et al. 1991 p. 596). O lder and above all larger firms are frequently
less dependent on the local market and thus can be m ore prone to migration.
On the other hand, it has been pointed out that networks of co-operational
links, both on the demand and supply sides, that have been developed thanks
to hard work and significant expenditure are im portant for said firms.
B reaking those contacts, including the inform al ones, may be
disadvantageous for an enterprise.
Studies conducted (am ongst other places) in Portugal have verified part
o f the above-mentioned assum ptions and made it possible to unequivocally
determ ine the dependence between relocation and the firm’s size and age
(T able 3 and Table 4).
Table 3
Enterprise relocation by number o f em ployees
N um ber of employees
1 employee
2 - 4 employees
5 - 9 employees
10 - 49 employees
Over 50 employees
TOTAL

N u m b e r of relocated plants
212
698
761
1338
483
3492

S h a re of relocated plants
6.07
19.99
21.79
38.32
13.83
100.00

Source: A.Holl, 2004, Vol. 83
Table 4
Enterprise relocation by age cohort of firms in the years 1997-1999
Age
Under 30 years
30-80 years
Over 80 years

R e lo c a tio n pro p en sity (% ) N u m b e r o f observations
9
2603
8
1787
7
1178

S ource: Elaboration on 1999 C ranet Survey. After: A .E .B rouw er., I. Mariotti., J.N. van
O m m cren , The firm relocation decision: An empirical investigation. T he Annals of R egional
S cience vol. 38, 2004.

The studies confirm that the m obility of firms dim inishes in relation to
their size and age (Huisman et al. 2005).
A new location factor, connected with the age and size o f an enterprise, is
the degree o f diversification o f the economy. It was discovered that for
larger firm s with a defined production process, specialized areas are more
attractive, i.e. where enterprises of a similar production profile operate. New
firms, m ost frequently small ones, are more willing to find locations where
the econom y is more diversified and which favour the diffusion of
knowledge and information; this is important in the initial stages of an
enterprise’s growth (Holl 2004).
Large firm s (either in their entirety or only their headquarters) move to
big cities m ore frequently than sm all ones. Such places are very attractive as
regards location because of their modern, well-developed infrastructures
(Alii et al. 1991, p.597). H igher costs of rent or purchase of land and
buildings are of lesser importance.

5. COSTS O F RELOCATION
Enterprise migration is defined as moving an enterprise from one place to
another (H illstrom et al. 2000) or as a process of adjustm ent to the changing
conditions o f the environment, during which one location is replaced by
another one in order to better satisfy the needs of an enterprise willing or
forced to migrate (Pen et al. 1999). While accepting the definition’s
em phasis on improving the conditions of a firm’s functioning, one should
not forget costs incurred in the course of this process. Generally it is
believed that relocation is profitable if the final benefits obtained at the new
location exceed the marginal costs of moving. More detailed considerations
indicate that the advantages obtained as a result of m igration should over the
shorter or longer term at least balance the costs resulting, inter alia, from:
production losses during preparation for and the process of migration
expenditures connected with purchase or rent of the new premises; moving
or leaving part of the machinery and equipment; entering a new market;
rccruiting new employees and/or m igration of the former ones.
Taking these into account, econom ic consultants and advisors present a
long, very detailed list of activities which should be undertaken above all by
small and medium-sized enterprises before making a decision to relocate.
These activities concern the assessm ent of the impact o f relocation on firm’s
productivity and financial flow s; expectations and estim ation of all

m igration-related costs; and checking if the firm can bear these costs
(H illstrom et al. 2002).
Firm s specializing in providing assistance for the relocating enterprises
present a no less detailed list o f activities which should be performed in
order to avoid or minimize the costs of relocation and to start operating in
the new location as soon as possible. These activities include negotiating
the conditions of term inating the leasing contract; reservation of new
telephone and fax num bers or transferring the previous numbers;
preparation of new com pany headed notepaper, visiting cards, leaflets etc.;
notifying the post office o f the change of address; terminating the
agreem ents for the supply o f electricity, water and gas as well as preparing
the new ones; selection of documentation to be transferred or destroyed;
and em ploying workers to load and unload m achinery and equipm ent
(D ratch 1999).
Relocation costs are included in the equation o f locational changes. If
profit maximization is the aim o f a firm, it may also be assumed that a firm ’s
m igration decision is one among many other factors that influence
profitability. For the profit maximising firm i in region j the following profit
function results (New location... 1993; Van Dijk et al. 2000):

E^EiXi.Zj,^.)
w h ere:
E - ad vantages achieved by a firm ,
i - firm belonging to a sp e c ific secto r o f the econom y,
j - reg io n , X| - denotes o b se rv e d firm -specific or m ark e t-sp ec ific factors,
Zj - are observed specific fa c to rs o f location in reg io n j,

£jj - are unobserved firm -lo ca tio n specific effects, w h ich are assum ed to be
ran d o m ly distributed across in d u stries.

A firm which belongs to economic sector k, reacts to the inequality:
E i j i X i . Z j . e ^ X Ek.

Enterprises make decisions to migrate in order to achieve profits higher
than Ek or assume that with another location values

X j, Z j

and E i} will be

sufficient to achieve at least value E|<. When analyzing the relocation
process, the costs of moving an enterprise to another, location are presented

as present value calculated for each point in time t and expressed in the
following way:

w here:
j' - d e n o te s a new , com peting lo ca tio n ,
r - sh a re h o ld e r’s discount rate
Q j— u p d a te d value o f relocation c o sts.

6. FIRMS RELOCATION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
As results from the studies o f the UN Conference for Trade and
D evelopm ent state: “four out of the ten largest European firms have already
moved part of their operations abroad. A further 39% will do so soon”
(Wielgo 2004). “During the last three years every fifth Germ an firm shifted
some part o f their production and workplaces abroad and within the next
three years such a step is planned by every fourth entrepreneur. 80% of the
German population are afraid that due to EU enlargem ent this trend will
intensify” (Rubinowicz-Grundler 2004a, p. 34). “Enlargem ent of the EU will
intensify the process transferring part of industrial activities from the old
countries to the new ones due to accessibility of educated workforce”
(Soltyk 2004, p. 34).
The phenom enon of enterprise relocation in Europe has grown so much
that it has become a key topic of discussion on the functioning and the future
of the European Union. Already Sapiro’s 2003 R eport concerning EU
instrum ents of economic policy contained a statem ent about the high
probability o f firms relocation from old to new m em ber states (Wladyniak
2003, p. 33). In July 2005, the European Socio-Economic Com mittee issued
a statem ent on the extent and effects of company relocation (Opinia...
2005). A ccording to this statem ent, the growth of competitiveness of
enterprises through their relocation is a process w hich favours the
accom plishm ent of one of the main E U ’s objectives form ulated, among other
places, in the Lisbon Strategy: m axim um competitiveness of the EU on a
global scale. However, such a situation occurs mainly in the case of socalled internal relocation, i.e. the complete or partial transfer of an
enterprise’s activities to another m em ber state.

In the case of internal m igration, the main recipients of relocating firms
are the new member states from the latest wave o f enlargement, not only
because of the lower costs o f doing business there but also due to their
geographical location and high cultural similarity to the “old” member states
(Evans 2005). The cost o f the labour force is never the only factor
influencing a decision to relocate. It is, or at least should be, taken into
account along with other factors, productivity in particular.
But alongside the positive effects for the C om m unity as a whole, the
process of migration causes negative effects for m em ber states and regions
when firms are relocated to non-member states. “The phenomenon of
relocation of enterprises not only leads directly to jobs being lost; it may also
involve such problems as increased costs of social benefits incurred by the
governm ent, social exclusion, and slower economic growth caused by a
general decline in demand” (O pinia... 2005).
T oday, the main direction o f external delocation is South-Eastern Asia
(Fig. 1). The main factors w hich attract firms to the countries of that region
are: cheaper supplies, access to new markets, modern technologies and lower
labour costs.
B usiness relocation concerns firms of different sizes, belonging to
different sectors of the economy. More and more frequently, small and
m edium -sized firms change their location, “particularly those with high
technological value added; they set up subsidiaries in other countries or
outsource part of their tasks abroad” (Opinia... 2005).
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A ccording to the European C entre for Monitoring C hanges, since the
year 2000 the most frequently relocated firms belong to the following
sectors: m etallurgical, telecom m unications, automobile, electrical, textile,
food and chem ical. However, changes in location are not limited only to
sectors o f high labour intensity. T hose changes appear m ore and more often
in high-tech sectors where R&D centres and services change their locations.
This tendency causes much concern because it mainly involves external
relocations. The main recipients of such investments are C hina and India.
Business relocation, particularly that of an external character, may cause
the follow ing negative phenomena in the European Union:
• loss o f competitiveness o f firms operating within the EU (loss of
market position in world trade);
• loss o f innovative capacity o f firms resulting from sm aller investment
in R&D;
• loss o f jobs and deterioration o f job opportunities on the labour market;
• slow er economic growth.
A nother aspect of firms m igration considered by the Commission is
changes in the structure of the econom y. As a result o f business relocation
and other factors occurring in the business environment, the industrial sector
of the E uropean Union is undergoing a process of restructuring. In this
situation, one of the main aims o f EU industrial policy in the member states
is to support firms which will largely invest in developm ent and innovations
instead o f com peting only on costs or taxes. At the same tim e it is possible,
or som etim es even recommended, to relocate enterprises inside the EU in
order to m ake best use of all the factors of production. T his concerns mainly
the transferring of West European firms (EU-15) to the new member states.
On the other hand, in order to keep enterprises in their prim ary locations,
strengthening of regional incentives is postulated.
D iscussions taking place in many European countries, highlight high
taxes - along with high labour costs - as one of the main factors leading to
business relocation (Cywihski 2004; Grybauskaite 2005). T he fact that most
countries jo in in g the EU had low tax rates caused another discussion on
harm onizing the national taxation systems in the C om m unity in order to
avoid “fiscal dumping”. However, countries with low taxes, e.g. Ireland,
believe that they are right to encourage firms to locate in their area because
of this. D ifferences in taxation are particularly important for those countries
which only slightly differ in other location factors, such as infrastructure,
political stability, labour market or business environment.

7. FURTHER DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH
O ne of the rarely mentioned aspects of delocation is its influence on the
value o f enterprises on the stock exchange (M anning et al. 1999, Alii et al.
1991). Results of studies conducted in the USA indicate that the reaction o f
the m arket to news about business relocation is not uniform , depending to a
large extent on the content o f information released (M anning et al. 1999). A
strong positive reaction, causing growth in the value of shares of the
relocating firm, occurs when people are informed that as a result of
relocation the operating costs o f the firm will decrease (Bhabra et al. 2002,
p. 346). A weaker but also positive reaction takes place when people are
inform ed that as a result of the change of location an enterprise expects
higher incomes. When the information about relocation does not mention
either a decrease of costs or an increase of incom es, the reaction of the
m arket is most frequently negative, resulting in the decline in the value of
the firm. Such a decline is also observed when the anticipated decrease of
costs is regarded as too small to balance the costs of moving or to
com pensate for the expected decrease in sales revenues. A negative reaction
is also caused by information about uneconomic (from the viewpoint of the
m arket) factors of relocation, such as an im provem ent in the business
environm ent or by a generally weak justification for the decision to relocate
(M anning et al. 1999).
A nother aspect of the m igration of enterprises is changes of employment
in the region or country connected with the creation and liquidation of
w orkplaces (Neumark et al. 2005, Edwards 2003). One of the most
im portant tasks for labour m arket research is to establish a database to help
m onitor how enterprises go through subsequent phases of their life,
including the phase of migration. Studies conducted in California using a
database created specially for this reason yielded unexpected results. They
proved that relocations of enterprises, i.e. m igrations to and from the
aforem entioned state, had (contrary to expectations) a very small, in fact
negligible impact on jobs. In the years 1992-2002, a m ere 0.9% of all jobs in
C alifornia were created as a result of the inflow of firm s, whereas only 1.6%
o f jo b s were lost due to em igration of enterprises to other states. The main
source of creation and liquidation of jobs was the setting up and liquidation
of enterprises (over 60% o f work places) (Neumark et al. 2005). Studies
conducted by the European M onitoring Centre on C hange show that only
7.3% o f redundancies carried out by European enterprises resulted from
business relocations, out of which 1/3 were the result o f relocation abroad

and 2/3 due to outsourcing in another country (W alewska 2004). According
to the G overnm ent Institute of Econom y INSEE, fewer than 5000 jobs were
lost in the 5 years (2000-2005) in France as a result of business relocations;
these were above all to the new EU member states in the East. Moreover, at
the sam e tim e, as a result of cooperation with Poland, only 150 thousand
new jo b s were created: French enterprises that relocate to Poland very
frequently use subcontractors and materials from France (Bielecki 2004;
Bielecki 2005; Bielecki et al. 2005).
A ccording to studies in Germany conducted periodically on
approxim ately 1,500 firms, the tendency to relocate enterprises abroad has
become w eaker (Rubinowicz-Grundler 2004b, p.35). In the years 19992001, 21% o f the surveyed enterprises transferred a part o f their production
abroad. At the same time, however, 7% of those firms returned to Germany.
A favourable (for Germany) effect of relocating enterprises to other
countries was the fact that the Germ an employees agreed to work longer
without extra remuneration, w hich influenced the com petitiveness of
German products (Walewska 2005). Since 2002, Great B ritain has lost less
than 150,000 jobs as a result of delocation (Niech... 2005).
The authors underline that in such a situation regional and local
authorities should concentrate on creating the conditions for the location of
new enterprises and on assistance for already existing firm s so that they can
function better, and expand.
A nother area of studies on the theme of relocation concerns the process
of decision-m aking (Van Dijk et al. 2000; Pallenbarg et al. 2002). According
to one o f the models formulated by P. M. Townroe one can differentiate 5
phases o f this process: 1/ stim ulation, 2/ definition of a problem , 3/ research,
4/ form ulation and comparison o f alternative locations, 5/ selection of the
new place and actions. The last phase was divided into 8 subsequent steps.
Therefore, it is a complicated m odel, difficult to apply in em pirical studies.
In the 1990s, E. Louw suggested a simplified model w ith the 3 following
phases: orientation (recognition), selection and negotiation. This roughly
corresponds to phases 3, 4 and 5 o f Townroe. In the first and the second
phase, all spatial factors of location are significant - geographical location,
spatial accessibility and accessibility of space, quality o f the environment,
etc. In the third phase, financial factors become significant as well as the
factors related to signing contracts and agreements. In this phase, real estate
agents, developers, consultants, construction firms and removal assistance
firms all participate as well as authorities at the regional and local levels. All

these institutions exert an influence on making a decision to relocate, which
m akes the analysis of this process even more difficult.
M igration of employees is another significant problem connected with
business relocation. As a result of globalization, the increasingly intensive
international migrations of employees has becom e more and more
significant. Globalization and business relocations are often regarded by
em ployees as a threat (Evans 2005; Ten Years... 2005). New problems arise
because it is necessary for em ployees and their fam ilies to adjust to living in
different cultures. In the years 1999-2004, the most frequent destinations for
em ployee migration were G reat Britain, the USA and China, which jum ped
from sixth to third place. Regions containing cultures different from the
European one, such as China, India, Mexico and Brazil, have noticeably
strengthened their positions. In connection with this, service firms have been
established to help employees and their families to acclimatize to the new place,
to arrange all the required formalities and to adjust to the new conditions.
T he operation of enterprises specializing in corporate removals is yet
another dimension of business and employee relocations. Such firms may be
specialized, e.g. such as the above-mentioned ones, taking care of employees
m igrating along with their firms; and complex ones, i.e. providing
inform ation on many different potential locations, planning relocation
separately for each firm, assisting in removal, installing the firm in a new
place (Strutt et al. 2004).
T he relocation of headquarters of growing m ultinational corporations has
been appearing more and more frequently as a distinct problem within the
field. Until now usually corporate headquarters have not changed their
locations even if the major part of production was transferred somewhere
else. They usually remained in their primary locations, and discussion has
concerned the reasons for such behaviour (Baaij et al. 2005). One of the
reasons may be the fact that headquarters perform different functions which
are dependent on different location factors.

FINAL REMARKS
T he breaking down of barriers to the flow o f people, commodities,
services, capital and information has become, among other things, the reason
why (apart from internal relocations of enterprises directed from the centre
to the peripheries), the phenom enon of international migration, which partly
replaces them, has become more intense. The increased intensity of this

process is responsible for the grow ing interest in business relocations, both
in the EU and in other countries. Analyses and em pirical studies on the
m igrations o f firms deal with different aspects of this.process. This diversity
underlines the fact that these studies are significant, both from the viewpoint
of enterprises and space - inhabitants, and national, regional and local
authorities —where the process o f relocation takes place.
One o f the important elem ents of the studies is the evaluation of the
observed processes, which is not a simple matter. M igrations can exert both
a positive and a negative influence on e.g. the econom y of the regions
between which companies migrate. Positive effects may appear on the labour
markets o f the areas receiving the migrating enterprises; negative effects
may appear in the regions vacated by these enterprises. T he possibility that
an enterprise might migrate may be perceived by its em ployees as a threat,
but at the sam e time as an opportunity for expansion, reorganization or cost
reduction by its management. The negative effects of business migrations loss o f jo b s - frequently have social and political repercussions. This can be
observed in the European Union, which has already taken some steps to
restrict business migrations and to assist people and regions affected by job
losses (M aluszyiiska 2006). M igrations of businesses have become a source
of income for many service-providing firms which help enterprises and their
em ployees to relocate. Migrations may also result in the grow th or decline in
the value o f the firm on the stock exchange, in the restructuring of the
region’s econom y, or in increased competition for the enterprises in the
regions, which receive the relocated firms.
Today, with the world market becoming more and m ore open, the process
of business migrations cannot be stopped. According to experts analysing
and anticipating directions of developm ent of the m anufacturing industry in
the EU up to 2020 and beyond, a substantial part of production “will be
subsidized or almost completely m oved outside Europe, m ainly due to more
and m ore restrictive environmental requirements” (D reher et al. 2005).
Therefore, one should analyse (which is already reflected in the related
literature) various aspects - the reasons for, and above all, the consequences
of this process. This will facilitate undertaking certain steps/actions which
will elim inate, if possible, the negative effects of business migrations and
which will strengthen the positive effects through appropriate activities
undertaken at the level of groups and organizations, states, regions and cities.
It should be underlined that there is no unam biguous, exhaustively
justified evaluation of the process o f business migration. T he reason for this
is above all the lack of data. A wide review of the related literature, however

such as the one undertaken here, justifies the statem ent that the net effect of
international migrations of enterprises is positive both for the host country
and for the home countries. Recommended directions of further studies
should include above all: internal factors of delocation of enterprises;
influence of the migrations on the size and structure o f the labour market;
influence of internationalization of enterprises on the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe (Mariotti 2005).
Foreign literature concerning business relocations is rich; however, it is
still not well-known in Poland. In the Polish literature and scientific research
these problems are still very rarely discussed.
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